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Ping request bug in Nucleo-F767ZI 

Ingmar Pätzold 

24th Sept 2020 

 

Label on backside: MB1137 B-01 
A20172920 

Hardware:  MB1137 Rev B 

Setup 
The Nucleo Board basically runs the Webserver Example from the recent ST firmware package: 

…\STM32Cube_FW_F7_V1.16.0\Projects\STM32F767ZI-
Nucleo\Applications\LwIP\LwIP_HTTP_Server_Netconn_RTOS 

Changes: 

Ping.c added from 

https://git.savannah.nongnu.org/cgit/lwip.git/tree/contrib/apps/ping 

 My application sends out echo requests (ping) to my computer 
 On the computer, wireshark is capturing the ethernet interface. 

Observation 
 The ping request arrives at the computer, but it does not answer, since the ICMP checksum is 

incorrect (0x0000), see below. 
 Vice versa, thus when the computer pings the Nucleo board, both request and answer are 

OK. 

I have tracked down the problem through ping, lwip and eventually the HAL_ETH code. 

 The message buffer is correct until the content is given to the DMA. 

Assumption 
The lower levels or the hardware (MAC? PHY?) 

o Set the ICMP checksum to 0x0000 
o Calculate the IP packet checksum (correctly) 
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Tracking down the bug 
1. The checksum is (correctly) calculated for the ICMP message in ping.c 

 

 

2. Eventually, inside lwip, the buffer address from the EthHandler is retrieved and the message 
content is copied to that address. 

static err_t low_level_output(struct netif *netif, struct pbuf *p) 
{ 
  err_t errval; 
  struct pbuf *q; 
  uint8_t *buffer = (uint8_t *)(EthHandle.TxDesc->Buffer1Addr); 
 

3. Here the Address in the Debugger: 

 

Assigned to buffer (pointer): 

 

 

4. Memory view after the memcpy (yellow: the ICMP checksum): 

 

 

5. This Buffer / EthHandle is then passed to the HAL_ETH-Layer 

In stm32f7xx_hal_eth.c:  HAL_ETH_TransmitFrame(&EthHandle, framelength); 

The function drives the DMA that eventually transmits the message to the Ethernet hardware. 
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6. This is what arrives on the computer (wireshark): 

 
 The checksum is 0x0000 (yellow) 
 The IP packet checksum has been calculated 

 

 

 

Vice Versa 
 

This is the opposite case: 

The computer pings the Nucleo-Board, which perfectly answers. 
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Request from computer 
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Answer from Nucleo: OK

 


